
Smart Spaces.
Connect. Integrate. Interact



Technology is evolving and improving 
rapidly every day but organizations have 
failed to keep up with this change. 
Disconnected systems throughout the 
workplace hamper efficiency and 
productivity, impacting  business 
outcomes.

iviva Smart Spaces is a future-proof 
technology platform that unifies your 
disconnected physical spaces to create 
connected smart environments where 
people can flourish. Interactions are 
simplified for fluid and natural 
experiences, and collaboration is joyful 
and effortless. 



iviva makes  life better by connecting experiences and centering 
the environment around you. Every interaction becomes natural 
and fluid so you can concentrate on frictionless collaboration.



We are on the brink of a rapid and substantial change in the workplace, driven by numerous trends. 
Organisations are challenged by seemingly disconnected systems and fail to respond to change and 
deliver business outcomes. iviva Smart Spaces is a game-changing technology platform that enables 
the digital transformation of spaces within buildings and facilities.

the physical world ( spaces, 
assets, sensors) and digital 
world (cloud software, 
social network, BIM) onto a 
single unified platform.

Connect

these disconnected 
physical and digital entities 
to enable user journeys.

Integrate

through rich and engaging 
experiences. Boost employee 
engagement and digital agility, 
and exploit consumer-oriented 
technologies.

Interact

Digital transformation of Spaces

Organisations need a strategic future-proof technology platform to respond to new trends and challenges. 
iviva works with the systems you already use. iviva is designed to grow as your needs grow, for your peace of 
mind.

iviva Smart Spaces connects  disparate systems such as IT systems, control systems and IoT devices through 
APIs and industry standard open protocols. The solution includes a library of connectors to popular systems 
and devices for rapid deployment.  It also provides an SDK to build new connectors to support cutting-edge 
technologies as they are introduced to market.

iviva supports connectivity to a wide range of systems over open protocols or proprietary APIs/SDKs.

Please get in touch for a full list of supported integrations.

A Future Proof Platform to Connect Disparate Systems

Building Management Systems (BMS) over BACnet, Modbus, OPC etc.
IoT devices
Access control systems
Lighting systems
CCTV and video analytics
Active Directory for user management
Microsoft Exchange
Crystal Reports



iviva
A frictionless flow from start to end.

With iviva, everything falls naturally into 
place. Your backend and frontend 
needs are connected and in sync, 
constantly engaging and exchanging 
information so people and processes 
work in harmony. 



Enable Seamless User 
Experiences
iviva provides powerful tools to enable 
seamless user experiences and interactions 
across multiple touch points such as mobile, 
tablets, digital signage and large format touch 
displays.



iviva
anywhere
iviva provides a suite of native mobile 
applications to deliver highly engaging 
and responsive end user experiences. 
Our apps connect, integrate and 
interact with your environment, enabling 
daily operations for both employees 
and visitors.

iviva
smart wall
iviva Smart Wall provides a game changing 
technology framework to intelligently deliver 
personalized user experiences, create interactive 
kiosk applications and advanced visualizations on 
large format touch screens.



iviva
platform
iviva provides a comprehensive suite of 
applications to manage your workplace and 
environment. Customizable dashboards, alerts, 
processes and notifications are available to all 
users. Applications all work together and 
dissolve into the background, until you want to 
call them up from wherever you are.





iviva
gateway
Bringing in over two decades of expertise in 
connecting together your physical and digital 
world, iviva can integrate with a plethora of 
enterprise systems, traditional BMS systems and 
IoT devices to create deep connections and 
fluid interactions between people and their 
environment.



iviva



        smartspaces.iviva.com

        info@ecyber.com

Contact Eutech today to find out more 

about iviva Smart Spaces.

by Eutech


